
Cold Fluid Applied Reinforced Roofing 



Agilast Cool Roof Systems 

•  Highly durable  

•  Water based 

•  Waterproof 

•  Reinforced with tough polyester  
fabrics/chopped fiberglass 

•  Surfaced with energy saving reflective coatings  

Fluid Applied Reinforced Roofing 



Agilast Cool Roof Systems 

Once installed Agilast roofing system is: 
•  Seamless/monolithic  
•  Tough, flexible 
•  Resistant to the extremes of nature 
•  Environmentally sound  

Our systems are designed to be installed directly  
over existing roof systems or as a new membrane  
on new construction. 



INDUSTRY LEADER 

We use Underwriters Laboratories (U.L.), 

FM Global and independent testing labs to 

continually test our Systems and Products 

to be sure they meet the stringent 

requirements of today’s building industry. 



The FARR (Cool Roofing) Advantage 
Fluid Applied Reinforced Roofing 

  Apply over BUR, Modified Bitumen, Single Ply, Spray Foam and Metal. 

  Reduced energy costs by as much as 30%. 

  Reduced maintenance costs. 

  Improved occupant comfort with the high reflectivity of the roof.  

  Increased life cycle of the roof. 

  Reduced "Heat Island" effect. 

  Protects against UV degradation. 

  Eliminate Tear-off of existing roof reducing waste added to landfills 

  Be in compliance with California Title 24 Energy Efficiency Standards and 
USGBC LEED Requirements 

  Many of our systems have FM 4470 Class 1 approval, UL Class A ratings and 
ICC-ES evaluation. 



Cool Roofing Can be Applied Over... 

Old TPO Old EPDM 

Gravel Roof Metal Roof 



The Agilast Cool Roofing Process 

Brushing/Brooming Power Washing 



Drains & Protrusions   

Before After 

Roof penetrations such as vents and rooftop equipment are the areas where roofs fail 

first, yet these are the most neglected areas in the re-roofing process because they’re 

more difficult to get to.  We give extra attention to these critical areas. 



Pitch-Pockets 

Before After (800W Mastic) 

800W Elastic Cement is non-flammable, low odor and contains no 
asbestos fibers.  



Pipes & Splits 

AGILAST 800W MASTIC MASTIC & FABRIC 



Walls & Drains 

BEFORE AFTER 

With fluid applied roofing complex joints, flashing etc.. are covered 
in a seamless coating that is less likely to fail. 



Ponding Water 

Multiple reinforced waterproof layers 

provide excellent resistance to the effects 

of ponding water. Ponding areas 

additional fabric is added to the Acrylic 

Elastomeric layers to support 10-20  year 

warrantees. Agilest 920 Bonding Primer 

is used to increase adhesion of the 

elastomeric to the underlying emulsion. 

Superior Performance 



The Best Equipment 

Agilast Emulsion Rig Agilast Applicator 

We have invested in industry leading high-tech equipment designed to optimize cool 
roof applications.  



Waterproof Membrane 

Asphalt Emulsion Stitch bond Poly Mat 

Stitch bonded polyester fabric reinforces waterproof asphalt 
emulsion, giving it dimensional strength. This also prevents mud 
cracking and alligatoring. 



Unique Characteristics Of Emulsion 

Emulsion asphalt has two basic components: 

•  Low flow-point asphalt 

•  Clay 

Through a high-tech milling process (collodial mill) asphalt is 
chopped into tiny particles. Clay is then introduced into the 
blending process where it surrounds each tiny asphalt particle. 

The clay coating allows a much softer, more pliable asphalt 
to be used, and it protects the asphalt from burning…a Class A 
fire rating is possible.  

Asphalt particle 

Clay coating 



Add Monolithic Layer 

Emulsion/Fiberglass 

100% Seamless/Strong 

  Millions of ½” strands of fiberglass 
chopped into the flow of emulsion. 

  Category 5 hail rating. 

  Inexpensive additional re-enforced 
thickness. 



Acrylic Elastomeric 

First Pass Second Pass 

White ElastaHyde reflects over 84% of Sun’s rays, serves as a 
thermal reflector while adding additional waterproofing. This 
product meets the ENERGY STAR® guidelines for energy efficiency.   


